BUS STOP POLE
Information Note

Under the Dublin Transport Authority
Act 2008, the NTA is responsible for the
development, and implementation of, a
single public transport brand. This brand is
known as Transport for Ireland (TFI) and its
function is to promote and coordinate the
provision of public transport in Ireland while
also functioning as a “one stop shop” for the
provision of clear, consistent and accessible
public transport information.
The NTA undertook to review existing bus
stop pole information to determine what
changes or improvement may be needed
to provide clear, consistent and accessible
information for all users.
This note provides details on the outcome
of this review, what changes were made
and what the final TFI bus stop pole design,
being deployed nationwide, looks like.
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01
EXISTING BUS
STOP POLE
INFORMATION
Bus stop information in Ireland has been
provided at stops by individual transport
operators to date. This information varies in
look, materials, colour, font size, consistency
of information displayed and accessibility.
The information available lacks consistency
across operators making it difficult for users
to understand and interpret the information.
Out of approximately 12,000 stops
nationwide there is a physical sign present
at less than 6000 stops.
In addition to the inconsistency in which
bus stop information is presented, there are
significant issues with regards the clarity and
accessibility of information provided and in
the durability of existing mild steel poles.
A final issue idenified with existing
information is that currently each operator
maintains their own pole information often
leading to the presence of multiple poles at
the same location. This results in a reduction
in footpath space and visual clutter.

02
CHANGES
REQUIRED
Given the issues identified with existing bus
stop poles, the NTA undertook to develop a
new design which addresses issues around
clarity, consistency, accessibility
and durability of information.
In order to provide clarity and consistency
of information, the bus stop pole design,
and information displayed, is required to be
similar nationwide regardless of operator.
The design should also address accessibility
by ensuring key stop information, such as the
stop number, is accessible to a wide range
of users.
In order to ensure the information provided
remains clear and accessible, the new design
must also be durable to ensure the
infrastructure provided does not degrade
over time in the roadside environment. The
design should also minimise the need for ongoing maintenance.

03
FINAL DESIGN
As a result of this review a standard TFI bus
stop pole has been developed for use nationwide.
As part of the design process for this pole,
the NTA engaged with representatives of visually
impaired users to gather feedback.
Following this engagement a number of changes
were made to improve both the layout and colour
scheme of the final design. The new design, and
rationale behind it, is outlined here.
New Flag Design
The design allows for both operators and routes
serving the stop to be clearly displayed on the flag.
This design removes the need for multiple poles
thereby minimising impact on footpath space. The
colours, font type and font sizes consider the needs
of the visually impaired and general visibility in low
light conditions.
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New yellow timetable information displays
The timetable and route information displays are
in a physical carousel unit, similar to that used
currently at Dublin Bus and Bus Éireann stops,
however, the colour is changed to yellow to improve
the visibility of the stopping point.

New timetable and route information design
The information sheets contained in the carousel
are designed to maximise the accessibility of
the information provided. The carousel can also
accommodate a braille plate identifying the bus
stop number. The layout of the text on this display,
along with the font and text sizes are designed
to improve how a user can read and interpret
the information being presented while meeting
requirements associated with the Irish Language
Act. The bus stop number is duplicated at the top
and bottom of the carousel in order to maximise
the eye range which this key piece of information
is available to. The background colour on the
information sheets is off-white in order to reduce
glare. In addition, stop specific route diagrams are
being incorporated where possible to help users
better understand the bus routes available to them.
The printed material is designed to be both UV and
water resistant which will mean the information
displayed won’t weather in the way seen to date at
stops nationwide.

Stainless Steel material
In order to address durability issues associated
with the current mild steel poles the new pole is
stainless steel. This material is will help ensure the
new infrastructure can withstand variable weather
conditions and road de-icing salts.

Uimhir Stop

Phobalscoil
Hartstown Comm Sch
Bealaí bus
Bus routes

1876

Stop Number

220, 220a
Tá tú anseo
You are here

Phobalscoil
Hartstown Comm Sch
1

Séipéal N Ciarán
St Ciaran's Church

2

Radharc na Darach
Oakview
Baile an Bhlácaigh
Blakestown Cross
Radharc an Chnocáin
Mount View Road

5

Cde Phlásóg an Dúin
Fortlawn Drive

Radharc an Chnocáin
Mountview Road

Radharc an Chnocáin
Mountview Road

6

8

Páirc na Mílaoise
Millennium Park

7

10

Bóthar Lohunda
Lohunda Road

IS Bhaile Bhlainséir
Blanchardstown SC

10

11

Scoil Oilibhéir
Scoil Oilibheir

Páirc Miondíola
Retail Park

14

13

SD Chúil Mhín
Coolmine Fire Stn

PO an Chinn Thiar
Westend Office Park

15

14

Cúirt an Úlloird
Orchard Court

15

Bealaigh Leathain
Broadway Road

16

Plásóg an Tobair
Springlawn

Ní léirtear príomhstadanna
ach ar léaráid na mbealaí

Táille airgid thirim do dhuine fásta
Adult cash fare

Principal stops only
shown on route diagram

Táille leap do dhuine fásta
Adult Leap card fare

220

I dTreo OCBÁC Helix
Towards DCU Helix
Luan - Aoine
Monday - Friday

Dé Sathairn
Saturday

Dé Domhnaigh
Sunday

Is iad seo na
gharamanna
imeachta don
stad seo

06:45 07:33 08:52 09:52

07:11 08:11 09:11 09:56

09:11 10:11 10:52 11:52

10:52 11:52 12:52 13:47

10:52 11:52 12:52 13:52

12:52 13:52 14:52 15:52

These are the
approximate
departure times
for this stop

14:47 16:41 17:51 18:52

14:52 15:52 16:52 17:52

16:52 17:52 19:11 20:11

20:11 21:11k 22:11k

19:11 20:11 21:11 22:11

21:11 22:11

Infheidhme amhail ag / Operative from 24/03/19

k Go dtí Bhóthar na Seangán
To Shangan Road

I dTreo OCBÁC Helix

220a Towards DCU Helix
Luan - Aoine
Monday - Friday

Stop 2007
Bóthar an Fhéithlinn
Woodbine Road

Is iad seo na
gharamanna
imeachta don
stad seo

15:41k

These are the
approximate
departure times
for this stop

Infheidhme amhail ag / Operative from 24/03/19

k Ag taisteal trí Chúil Mhín
Via Coolmine

Le haghaidh tuairimí agus ceisteanna faoin tseirbhís
For service comments and queries

Go-Ahead Ireland
customercomment
Ballymount Road Lower @goaheadireland.ie
Dublin 12
D12 X201

1850 80 40 71

www.facebook.com/
goaheadireland12

@goaheadireland

Go-Ahead

17

Real Time
Ireland

Journey
Planner

Uimhir Stop
Stop Number

1876

Leap
Top-Up

04
INFORMATION
ROLL OUT
The NTA intend to roll out the installation of the new
TFI poles at bus stops nationwide. Initially the design
is being rolled out at all stops served by
PSO (Public Service Obligation) bus routes and
shared stops, and in time will also be used at all
non PSO bus route stops. This will provide
consistency for bus passengers irrespective of
where they are in the country or which operator
they chose to use.
It should also be noted that the new bright colour
scheme present on the new TFI bus stop pole will
also start to appear on future publicly funded
buses within the form of the new TFI bus livery.

Key Features
of the TFI Pole

BUS

Stop 2007

1

TFI flag listing
key stop information.

3

Information sheet
designed to meet
requirements of the
Irish Language Act.

4

Off-white information
sheet to reduce glare.

Bóthar an Fhéithlinn
Woodbine Road
Go-Ahead

17

2

Durable stainless steel pole.

5

Stop number displayed at
the top and bottom of the
information sheet.

8

Yellow timetable
information display.

BUS

Stop 2007
Bóthar an Fhéithlinn
Woodbine Road
Go-Ahead

17

6
7

Durable UV and
water resistant paper.
Stop specific
route diagrams.

